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Abstract: with the fast advancement of cloud administrations, immense volume of data is shared through cloud 

computing. Albeit cryptographic methods have been used to give data secrecy in cloud computing, current 

instruments can't authorize protection worries over ciphertext related with multiple owners, which makes co-

owners unfit to suitably control whether data disseminators can really scatter their data. In this paper, we 

propose a safe data group sharing and restrictive dispersal conspire with multi-owner in cloud computing, in 

which data owner can impart private data to a group of clients by means of the cloud in a safe manner, and data 

disseminator can spread the data to another group of clients if the qualities fulfill the entrance approaches in 

the ciphertext. We further present a multiparty get to control instrument over the scattered ciphertext, in which 

the data co-owners can annex new access approaches to the ciphertext because of their protection inclinations. 

In addition, three arrangement collection methodologies, including full grant, owner need and lion's share 

license, are given to tackle the protection clashes issue brought about by various access strategies. The security 

investigation and test results show our plan is useful and effective for secure data offering to multi-owner in 

cloud computing. 
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I. Introduction 
 The prevalence of cloud computing is gotten from the advantages of rich stockpiling assets and 

moment get to . It totals the assets of computing framework, and afterward gives on-request benefits over the 

Internet. Numerous acclaimed organizations are currently giving open cloud administrations, for example, 

Amazon, Google, Alibaba. These administrations enable individual clients and undertaking clients to transfer 

data (for example photographs, recordings and reports) to cloud specialist organization (CSP), to get to the data 

whenever anyplace and offering the data to other people. So as to secure the protection of clients, most cloud 

administrations accomplish get to control by keeping up get to control list (ACL). Thusly, clients can decide to 

either distribute their data to anybody or award get to rights simply to their affirmed individuals. In any case, the 

security dangers have brought worries up in individuals, because of the data is put away in plaintext structure by 

the CSP. When the data is presented on the CSP, it is out of the data owner's control . Lamentably, the CSP is 

typically a semi-confided in server which genuinely pursues the assigned convention, yet may gather the clients' 

data and even use them for benefits without clients' assents. Then again, the data has huge utilizations by 

different data purchasers to get familiar with the conduct of clients. These security issues rouse the powerful 

answers for ensure data classification. It is basic to embrace get to control systems to accomplish secure data 

partaking in cloud computing. At present, cryptographic components, for example, trait based encryption (ABE) 

[5], character based communicates encryption (IBBE), and remote authentication has been misused to settle 

these security and protection issues. ABE is one of the new cryptographic systems utilized in cloud computing 

to arrive at verify and fine-grained data sharing. It includes an instrument that empowers an entrance power over 

encoded data utilizing access approaches and credited qualities among unscrambling keys and ciphertexts. For 

whatever length of time that the quality set fulfills the entrance strategy that the ciphertext can be unscrambled. 

IBBE is another pervasive strategy utilized in cloud computing, in which clients could impart their encoded data 

to multiple collectors one after another and the general population key of the recipient can be viewed as any 

substantial strings, for example, novel personality and email. Indeed, IBBE can be viewed as an extraordinary 

instance of ABE for arrangements comprising of an OR entryway. Contrasted with ABE in which the mystery 

key and ciphertext are both compare to a lot of properties, IBBE brings about ease key administration and little 

steady strategy sizes, which is progressively reasonable for safely communicating data to explicit recipients in 

cloud computing. Henceforth, by utilizing personalities, data owner can impart data to a group of clients in a 

protected and proficient way, which inspires more clients to share their private data by means of cloud. All 

things considered, these encryption strategies can avert unapproved elements (for example semi-trusted CSP and 
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noxious clients) from getting to the data, yet it may not consider data scattering in cloud computing. In the cloud 

cooperation situation, for example, Box and OneDrive , the data disseminators (for example manager and 

partner) may impart the reports to new clients even those outside the association. Be that as it may, when the 

data is scrambled with the above strategies, data disseminators are not ready to adjust the ciphertext transferred 

by data owners. Intermediary re-encryption (PRE) plot is utilized to accomplish secure data dispersal in cloud 

computing by appointing a re-encryption key related with the new beneficiaries to the CSP. Be that as it may, 

the data disseminator can disperse the entirety of the data owner's data to others with this re-encryption key, 

which may not meet the functional prerequisite since the data owner may just allow the data disseminator to 

spread a specific archive. A refined idea alluded to as restrictive PRE (CPRE) could address this issue, where 

data owner can uphold re-encryption command over the underlying ciphertexts and just the ciphertexts fulfilling 

explicit condition can be re-encoded with comparing reencryption key. Nonetheless, conventional CPRE plots 

just help straightforward catchphrase conditions, so they can't coordinate complex circumstances in cloud 

computing great. So as to help expressive conditions as opposed to watchwords, trait based CPRE is proposed 

which sends an entrance strategy in the ciphertext. The re-encryption key is related with a lot of characteristics, 

in this manner the intermediary can re-encrypt the ciphertext just when the re-encryption key matches the 

entrance approach. Thusly, data owner can modify fine-grained dispersal condition for the common data. For 

instance, data owner permits venture chiefs in the association to spread the advancement report in OneDrive, 

while just allows official executives in money office to disperse the undertaking spending plan in OneDrive 

during a particular timespan. Other than the necessity of contingent data scattering, multiparty get to control 

issue for data partaking in cloud computing, for example, cloud coordinated effort and cloud-based informal 

organizations tags along , which implies the uncommon approval prerequisites from multiple related clients can 

be obliged together to control the common data. Consider a model where a coauthoring report or a co-

photograph in cloud computing with three clients, Alice, Bob, and Carol. In the event that Alice who is the data 

owner transfers this co-creating archive or cophoto to the CSP and labels both Bob and Carol as the coowners. 

Alice can confine this data to be dispersed to a specific group of clients, while the co-owners Bob and Carol 

may have distinctive security worries about this data. It is an enormous and genuine protection issue if applying 

the inclination of just one gathering, which may make such data be imparted to undesired beneficiaries. In any 

case, combining protection inclinations of data owner and multiple co-owners isn't a simple errand, because of 

security strife is unavoidable in multiparty approval authorization . Protection struggle happens when the co 

owners have inverse security approaches, and it brings about data being inconceivably gotten to with anybody . 

To manage this situation, multiparty get to control components (for example casting a ballot plot) are 

additionally given. Be that as it may, every one of them depend on plaintext data. In this paper, we propose a 

personality based secure data group sharing and contingent scattering plan with multi-owner in cloud 

computing. To relieve the issues referenced above, we acquaint an answer with accomplish ciphertext group 

sharing among multiple clients, and catch the center element of multiparty approval necessities. The 

commitments of our plan are as per the following: 

 

1. We accomplish fine-grained restrictive dispersal over the ciphertext in cloud computing with trait based 

CPRE. The ciphertext is right off the bat conveyed with an underlying access arrangement altered by data 

owner. Our proposed multiparty get to control component permits the data co-owners to attach new access 

approaches to the ciphertext because of their security inclinations. Henceforth, the ciphertext can be re-

scrambled by the data disseminator just if the traits fulfill enough access approaches. 

2. We give three procedures including full license, owner need and larger part grant to take care of the security 

clashes issue. Exceptionally, in full license methodology, data disseminator must fulfill all the entrance 

strategies characterized by data owner and co-owners. With the dominant part grant procedure, data owner 

can initially pick a limit an incentive for data co-owners, and the ciphertext can be dispersed if and just if 

the whole of the entrance approaches fulfilled by data disseminator's traits is more noteworthy than or 

equivalent to this fixed edge.  

3. We demonstrate the rightness of our plan, and direct tests to assess the exhibition at each stage to show the 

adequacy of our plan. 

 

II. Related Work 
 A progression of unaddressed security and protection issues develop as significant research points in 

cloud computing. To manage these dangers, proper encryption procedures ought to be used to ensure data 

secrecy. By using the IBBE method [23], Huang et al. [24], Patranabis et al. [25] and Liu et al. [9] proposed a 

few private data sharing plans in cloud computing. In these plans, data owner redistributes encoded data to the 

CSP by characterizing a rundown of beneficiaries, in this way just the proposed clients in the rundown can get 

the decoding key and further unscramble the private data. ABE is another promising one-to-numerous 

cryptographic strategy to acknowledge data encryption and fine-grained get to control in cloud computing [26, 
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27]. Uncommonly, ciphertext-arrangement ABE (CP-ABE) is appropriate for get to control in genuine 

applications because of its expressiveness in portraying the entrance approach of ciphertext [28]. Guo et al. [29] 

proposed a privacypreserving data dispersal conspire in versatile interpersonal organizations dependent on CP-

ABE. Teng et al. Further, quality based PRE [17] has been utilized in cloud computing by joining the ABE 

method. The intermediary can change the ciphertext under an entrance strategy into the one under another 

entrance approach with data disseminator's re-encryption key, and the clients who fulfill the new access 

arrangement can get to the plaintext. Be that as it may, the above PRE conspires just permit data spread in an 

all-ornone way. This issue is additionally tended to by CPRE plot , in which the intermediary can effectively 

reencrypt the ciphertext just if the recommended conditions are met. Nonetheless, in prior CPRE plans  the 

conditions are watchwords just, which would confine the adaptability while authorizing complex assignments in 

cloud computing. Yang et al. proposed a trait based CPRE conspire by conveying an entrance arrangement in a 

ciphertext created by open key encryption. The reencryption key is created by the mystery key related with a lot 

of properties, which enables the intermediary to reencrypt the ciphertext just when these traits fulfill the 

entrance arrangement. proposed the main computational instrument. The center thought is to evaluate thing 

affectability, relative significance and ability for each clashing arranging clients, and let the person who has less 

stringent security necessity bargain. Hu et al. proposed a deliberate way to deal with empower security 

safeguarding data imparting to multi-owner. This plan presents three methodologies dependent on a democratic 

instrument to determine the multiparty protection clashes. Lamentably, this plan just spotlights on co-owners' 

entrance command over plaintext data, and overlooks the data classification towards semi-trusted CSP and 

pernicious clients. 

 

III. Problem Statement 
System Model  

The framework model comprises of the accompanying substances, as appeared in Fig. 1. The documentations 

utilized all through this paper are introduced in Table 1.  

1) Trusted power: The believed authority is a completely confided partially that instates the framework open 

key, and produces private keys just as quality keys for clients. For instance, it tends to be acted by the 

overseer of the association [18] or government managed savings organization.  

2) CSP: The CSP is a semi-confided to some extent that gives every client a virtual space and advantageous 

data stockpiling administration with the cloud foundation. It likewise attaches get to strategies to the CSP: 

The CSP is a semi-confided to some extent that furnishes every client with a virtual space and helpful data 

stockpiling administration with the cloud foundation. It additionally annexes get to approaches to the 

ciphertexts for data co-owners and produces re-scrambled ciphertexts for clients.  

3) User: We isolate the client job into the accompanying classifications: data owner, data co-owner, data 

disseminator and data accessor. The data owner can pick an approach conglomeration methodology and 

characterize an entrance arrangement to implement scattering conditions. At that point he scrambles data 

for a lot of beneficiaries, and re-appropriates the ciphertext to CSP for sharing and scattering. The data co-

owners labeled by data owner can attach get to strategies to the scrambled data with CSP and produce the 

reestablished ciphertext. The data disseminator can get to the data and furthermore produce the re-

encryption key to disperse data owner's data to other people on the off chance that he fulfills enough access 

arrangements in the ciphertext. The data accessor can unscramble the underlying, restored and re-scrambled 

ciphertext with her or his private key. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed System Model. 
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The user role is divided into the following categories: data owner, data co-owner, data disseminator and data 

accessor. 

Table 1: Notations 

 
 

IV. Proposed System 
  In our plan, data co-owners can recharge the ciphertexts by annexing their entrance approaches as the 

spread conditions. As depicted in, we give following procedures to satisfy the approval prerequisites from multi-

owner, as appeared in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Three policy aggregation strategies with multi-owner. 

 

1) Full license: All owners (counting data owner and data co-owners) have a similar right to choose the 

scattering states of data. The data disseminator ought to fulfill all the entrance arrangements characterized by 

these owners.  

 

2) Owner need: The data owner's choice has high need, however he labels the co-owners. The data disseminator 

can disperse the data just when he fulfills the entrance arrangement of data owner or all the entrance strategies 

of data co-owners.  

 

3) Majority grant: The data owner right off the bat picks an edge esteem, and the data can be spread if and just if 

the entirety of access strategies fulfilled by disseminator's properties is more noteworthy than or equivalent to 

this fixed limit. 

 

System Setup 

 The trusted authority selects a bilinear map e: G0 ×G0 →GT, where G0 and GT are two multiplicative 

groups with prime order p. Then trusted authority chooses a security parameter λ Є Zp , a maximum number of 

receivers N, and randomly chooses Є G0 g,h,u and γ ,β ∈  Gp , cryptographic hash functions → H1 : {0,1}*    Z
*
p 

, H2: {0,1}*, → G0 , H3: GT →G0, and H4: GT →Z
*
p. Then it generates the master secret key MK = (g, γ, β), and 

outputs the system public key. 
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------------ (1) 

Key Generation 

The trusted authority generates the private key SK for the user with identity ID. 

SK = g
1/ (γ+H1 (ID))  

 (2) 

The trusted authority generates the attribute key AK for data disseminator. It chooses a random α∈Zp, and 

random rj ∈Zp for each attribute j∈S, where S is the attribute set. The AK is outputted as follows.  

 

 
 

Data Encryption  

 Let M be the shard data. The data owner chooses a set U of data accessory’ identities, a set W of data 

co-owners’ identities, where |U|≤ N and |W|≤ N. Then the data owner customizes a tree-based access policy, and 

chooses a random DK which is used to encrypt data M based on symmetric encryption algorithm SE.For each 

access tree, the data owner chooses a polynomial px for each node x . We set the degree dx of polynomial px to be 

one less than the threshold value kx , that is dx = kx −1 . These polynomials are chosen in a top-down manner. For 

the root node R, data owner chooses a random secret and sets pR(0) = secret, and chooses dR other points of pR 

randomly to define it completely. For any other node x , it sets px(0) = pparent (x )(index x( )) and randomly 

chooses dx other points to define px completely. Specially, the empty policy has only one child which can be 

satisfied by any data disseminator. Then data owner picks k k’, µ, λ, ∈Zp randomly, computes b=µ||λ, and 

encrypts DK according to the policy aggregation strategy. 

 

1) Full permit: The data owner defines an access tree T0 with root node R0 . LetY0 be the set of leaf nodes inT0. 

The data owner randomly chooses t0 ∈Zp , and sets pR0 (0) = t0 , and outputs the initial ciphertextCT0 .  

 
 

 Owner priority: The data owner defines an access tree T0 with root node R0 for himself, and an empty 

policy T1
* 

with root node R1
* 

for all data co-owners. Then the data owner chooses random f t s0 , 0 , 0 ЄZp , sets 

pR0 (0) = t0 and 
p

R1 (0) =s0 . Let X0 be the set of leaf nodes inT1
*. 

Then the data owner outputs the initial 

ciphertextCT0. 

 

 
 Majority permit: The data owner defines an access tree T0 with root node R0 for himself and|W|empty 

policies for each data co-owner. For each access tree of data co-owner Ti
*
 where i > 0, Ri

* 
is the root node, Yi is 

the set of leaf nodes. For each access tree, data owner chooses a random ti ∈Zp, and sets pR0 (0) = t0 and 
p

Ri(0) 

=ti . The data owner chooses a threshold value t and a polynomial f, and sets the degree d = t −1. Then data 

owner chooses a random f0 ∈Zp and sets f (0) = f0, and randomly chooses d other points of the polynomial f . 

Finally, the initial ciphertextCT0 is outputted as follows. 
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Co-owner Key Generation 

 The data co-owner can append her or his own access policy to the ciphertext CTi (such as CT0 ). First, 

the data co owner runs DecryptIdentity algorithm by inputting private key SK, identity ID, and the ciphertext. If 

ID∈W, data co owner computes  

 

 

 Then, the data co-owner recovers b = C2 H 4(I), and customizes a new access policyTi′+1. It chooses a 

polynomial pz for each node z inTi
′
+1. For the root node Ri

′
+1, the data co-owner chooses a random vi ∈Zp and sets 

pRi′+1(0) = vi. Let Zi be the set of leaf nodes in Ti
′
+1. Then data co-owner computes  

Ki, 7 =u
−βµvi /2

 for full permit strategy, and Ki, 7 =u
−µ (vi /2+λ) 

for majority permit strategy.  

For owner priority strategy, the data co-owner computes as follows.  

 
Then data co-owner sends transformation key  

 

TKi = (Ki,7 , Ki,8 = h
−βµvi /2

 ,Ki,9 = g
−βµvi /2

 ,Ki,10 = {Cz , C′z }z ∈  Zi ) to the CSP. 

 

Policy Appending 

When receiving TKi, the CSP generates the new ciphertext from CTi according to the policy aggregation 

strategy.  

 

Re-encryption Key Generation 

 The data disseminator with identity ID can also disseminate data owner’s data to her or his friends via 

the CSP. The data disseminator chooses a set U′ of new accessors’ identities, randomly picks l,s ∈Zp , and 

computes the following with the SK.  

 

Data Re-encryption  

The CSP can assist data disseminator to re-encrypt the ciphertext CTi with RK.  

 

Data Decryption  

1) If the ciphertext is an initial or renewed ciphertext CTi, the data accessor can compute I = DecryptIdentity 

SK ID (U C5 C3) = e (g,h )
k
 if her or his identity ID∈U . Then, data accessor computes DK = C1 I and 

recovers M with the symmetric decryption algorithm.  

2) If the ciphertext is a re-encrypted ciphertextCTi′, the data accessor can compute I = DecryptIdentity( 

SK′,ID′,U′,C′4 , C′2 ) = e (g,h)
l
 if her or his identity ID′∈U′ . Then, the data accessor can compute V = C′3  

H3 (I) = h
s. 

Moreover, the data accessor can generate under three policy aggregation strategies. 

  
Therefore, data accessor can decrypt DK = C1′.Q and further get M using symmetric decryption algorithm.  
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V. Results 
In this segment, we actualize our plan on a cloud server with a 2.53 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and 4 

GB memory dependent on blending based cryptography library [46]. A blending well disposed sort A 160-piece 

elliptic bend group dependent on the supersingular bend y2 = x3 + x over a 512-piece limited field is utilized, 

and the open parameters are picked to give 80 bits security level. We lead different tests and picks the Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) as the symmetric encryption plot. The exploratory outcomes are the mean of 100 

preliminaries. In the encryption stage, data owner characterizes a lot of personalities and an entrance 

arrangement, and afterward transfers the scrambled data to the CSP. We use the calculation time and 

correspondence size as the measurement to quantify unpredictability. The calculation time is essentially 

identified with two factors, that are number of accessors and characteristics in the entrance approach. Fig. 3 

shows the calculation time of data encryption versus |U| under a fixed access arrangement with 5 properties and 

3 co-owners. Because of data owner should set up one and multiple unfilled approaches for co-owners in owner 

need technique and larger part grant methodology individually, the calculation cost of these two methodologies 

is higher than that of full license system. Fig. 4 analyzes the correspondence cost of data owner when he picks 

every one of three procedures. In general, ciphertext estimates in three systems are on the whole expanding 

directly with Nc. All the more especially, correspondence cost of larger part license methodology is the most 

elevated, and the correspondence cost of owner need procedure is somewhat more than full grant system, since 

the quantity of portions of C7, C8, C9, C10 in owner need technique is twice as much as that in full grant 

procedure. The quantity of offers in greater part license procedure is equivalent to the quantity of co-owners, 

which is 3 in Fig. 4.  

In the co-owner key age stage, the data coowners characterize get to arrangements as indicated by their 

security concerns and create the change key with private keys. We consider a typical situation where the 

quantity of co-owners is fixed to be 5, since three to five data coowners are regular for circumstances in genuine 

world. The correspondence cost in this stage is given in Fig. 5. We additionally measure the calculation cost of 

arrangement adding, as appeared in Fig. 6. Specifically, the outcomes show that the calculation cost of every co-

owner in every technique to implement her or his entrance arrangement on the ciphertext. It tends to be seen that 

the expense for approach attaching is nearly the equivalent in full license technique and owner need system, and 

the outcome in lion's share grant methodology is the most reduced and practically steady in 0.18 ms. 

 

 

 Further, so as to assess the connection between the calculation cost of re-encryption and the quantity of 

properties in the entrance arrangement in every system, we fix the quantity of accessors and co-owners to be 10 

and 4 separately, and we expect that the re-encryption activity is performed after all co-owners have added their 

entrance approaches. Fig. 7 shows the calculation cost of reencryption in every technique versus the quantity of 

qualities. In the owner need methodology, the ciphertext can be re-encoded if the traits fulfill the entrance tree 

T0 or Ti. In the greater part license methodology, we assess the calculation expenses of data re-encryption when 

the limit t is chosen as 1, 3 and 5. On the off chance that the limit t is 1, the reencryption will achievement when 

the data disseminator fulfills any of the entrance approaches, and the calculation time is somewhat more than 

that in owner need methodology under access tree T0. On the off chance that the limit t is 5, the data 

disseminator needs to fulfill every one of the five access trees and figure the outcome utilizing polynomial 

insertion, which causes most elevated calculation cost contrasted with full license technique and owner need 

methodology. At long last, Fig. 8 portrays the calculation time on accessor side when unscrambling ciphertext 

versus the quantity of accessors. The calculation time of decoding a reencrypted ciphertext is a lot higher than 

the hour of unscrambling an underlying ciphertext. The explanation is that data accessor necessities to perform 

one all the more blending activity and one more hash activity to unscramble the re-scrambled ciphertext. The 

exploratory outcomes show that in full license methodology, it takes around 122 ms to encode the common data 

when there are 10 accessors, and the ciphertext size is possibly expanded by 4145 bytes when the quantity of 

qualities is 10. In the approach affixing stage, the correspondence cost for data co-owner is 3303 bytes which is 
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for the most part brought about by the change key, and the greatest calculation cost for the CSP is under 5 ms in 

three techniques, in any event, when the quantity of co-owners increments to 5. Subsequently, our plan is down 

to earth and productive for data group offering to multi-owner in cloud computing. 

 

 
 

VI. Conclusion 
 The data security and protection is a worry for clients in cloud computing. Specifically, how to 

authorize security worries of multiple owners and ensure the data classification turns into a test. In this paper, 

we present a protected data group sharing and restrictive dispersal conspire with multi-owner in cloud 

computing. In our plan, the data owner could scramble her or his private data and offer it with a group of data 

accessors at once in a helpful manner dependent on IBBE strategy. In the mean time, the data owner can 

determine fine-grained get to approach to the ciphertext dependent on property based CPRE, in this manner the 

ciphertext must be re-encoded by data disseminator whose characteristics fulfill the entrance strategy in the 

ciphertext. We further present a multiparty get to control component over the ciphertext, which permits the data 

co-owners to attach their entrance approaches to the ciphertext. In addition, we give three strategy collection 

procedures including full license, owner need and greater part grant to take care of the issue of protection 

clashes. Later on, we will improve our plan by supporting catchphrase search over the ciphertext 
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